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To All HLI Agencies and Partners:
 
 We are pleased to announce the release of a major upgrade and improvement to the LF LED Series 
fixtures. Today the light engine uses a remote phosphor technology which gives the LF LED Series fixtures a 
yellow lens when not illuminated.  This upgrade brings a new light engine which will no longer be using a remote 
phosphor technology. This change brings a white lens that blends in with the ceiling space better than the yellow 
remote phosphor lens. In addition to the white lens bringing a more aesthetic look to the fixture, the new light 
engine gives an improvement to fixture efficacy by an average of 20% or higher. 

In addition to the increased efficacies and the transition to a white lens, the option to select the CRI of the fixture 
will be released.  This requires a small addition to the catalog strings.  The CRI can be selected by adding an 
8 (80 CRI) or a 9 (90 CRI) directly after the CCT is selected.  

Old Catalog # LF6SL-6LFSL11L30K 90+ CRI
New Catalog # LF6SL-6LFSL11L30K8 80+ CRI   Most efficacious

Transition and Timing

 The transition will begin in April of 2018 by making the upgraded light engine available in the fixtures 
with the 80 CRI option.  All fixtures ordered with 80 CRI will have the upgraded light engine with better efficacies 
and a white lens.  All RDC stock will be transitioned over to the 80 CRI fixtures.  This requires new stocking 
numbers that can be viewed in the latest RDC guide.  All 90 CRI stocking numbers will be moved out of the 
stocking program and into the Quick Ship program.  All existing orders will be shipped with the 90 CRI option.
 It is important to note at this time the 90 CRI option will continue to use the remote phosphor technology.  
This means that when ordering the 90 CRI option the fixture will continue to be shipped with a yellow lens and 
lower efficacies.  We will be upgrading the 90 CRI option during the third quarter and will release details of that 
transition at a later date.

Additional Options

 In addition to the upgrade of the light engine, better efficacies, and the transition  to a white lens, we are 
adding the 27K and 50K CCT options to the LF LED Series fixtures. All CCT options can be ordered in either 80 or 
90 CRI.
 I would like to thank you for your continued support of Prescolite as we work through this upgrade to our 
LF LED Series product line.

Sincerely, 

Jamal R. Smith
Sr. Product Manager- Prescolite

Old Trim 
Catalog Number

Delivered 
Lumens Watts LPW

New Trim 
Catalog
Number

Delivered 
Lumens Watts LPW Increase

6LFSL11L30K 1054 13.9 76 6LFSL11L30K8 1081 12.6 86 13%

6LFSL15L30K 1413 19.2 74 6LFSL15L30K8 1451 16.0 91 23%

6LFSL20L30K 1860 25.2 74 6LFSL20L30K8 1927 22.1 87 18%

6LFML30L30K 2522 36.1 70 6LFML30L30K8 3268 32.7 100 43%

4LFSL11L30K 959 13.9 69 4LFSL11L30K8 1055 12.7 83 20%

4LFSL15L30K 1323 19.1 69 4LFSL15L30K8 1390 16.2 86 24%

4LFSL20L30K 1698 25.1 68 4LFSL20L30K8 1893 21.7 87 29%

4LFML30L30K 2393 35.9 67 4LFML30L30K8 3242 32.7 99 49%

Click here to see the full LF Series product offering.

https://www.hubbell.com/prescolite/en/search/?text=lf&style=list&pageSize=30&sort=relevance&q=lf%3Arelevance%3AFV_LightSource%3ALED

